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Abstract 15 

Water soluble organic carbon (WSOC) is a ubiquitous and significant fraction of fine particulate 16 

matter.  Despite advances in aerosol thermodynamic equilibrium models, there is limited 17 

understanding on the comprehensive impacts of WSOC on aerosol acidity (pH).  We address this 18 

limitation by studying submicron aerosol that represent the two extremes in acidity levels found 19 

in the atmosphere: strongly acidic aerosol from Baltimore, MD, and weakly acidic conditions 20 

characteristic of Beijing, China. These cases are then used to construct mixed inorganic/organic 21 

single-phase aqueous particles, and thermodynamically analyzed by the E-AIM and 22 

ISORROPIA models in combination with activity coefficient model AIOMFAC to evaluate the 23 

effects of WSOC on the H+ ion activity coefficients (γH+) and activity (pH).  We find that 24 

addition of organic acids and non-acid organic species concurrently increases γH+ and aerosol 25 

liquid water.  Under the highly acidic conditions typical of the eastern U.S. (inorganic-only pH 26 

~1), these effects mostly offset each other, giving pH changes of < 0.5 pH units even at organic 27 

aerosol dry mass fractions in excess of 60%.  Under conditions with weaker acidity typical of 28 

Beijing (inorganic-only pH ~4.5), the non-acidic WSOC compounds had similarly minor effects 29 

on aerosol pH, but organic acids imparted the largest changes in pH compared to the inorganic-30 
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only simulations.  Organic acids affect pH in the order of their pKa values (oxalic acid > malonic 31 

acid > glutaric acid).  Although the inorganic-only pH was above the pKa value of all three 32 

organic acids investigated, pH changes in excess of 1 pH unit were only observed at unrealistic 33 

organic acid levels (aerosol organic acid concentrations > 35 µg m-3) in Beijing.  The model 34 

simulations were run at 70%, 80%, and 90% relative humidity (RH) levels and the effect of 35 

WSOC was inversely related to RH.  At 90% RH, WSOC altered aerosol pH by up to ~0.2 pH 36 

units, though the effect was up to ~0.6 pH units at 70% RH.    The somewhat offsetting nature of 37 

these effects suggests that aerosol pH is sufficiently constrained by the inorganic constituents 38 

alone under conditions where liquid-liquid phase separation is not anticipated to occur. 39 

1.  Introduction 40 

The acidity of atmospheric particles plays a critical role in many physicochemical processes.  41 

Some of these processes include sulfur oxidation and halogen chemistry, with important 42 

implications for the formation of sulfates (Chameides, 1984) ; the oxidation of volatile organic 43 

compounds (VOCs), and ozone formation in marine environments (Keene et al., 1998); the gas-44 

particle partitioning of many semi-volatile species (Ahrens et al., 2012; Keene et al., 2004); and, 45 

enhancements to secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation (Hallquist et al., 2009).  The 46 

inorganic salt constituents in atmospheric particles, such as ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) and 47 

ammonium bisulfate (NH4HSO4), contribute to particle acidity and water content, with effects on 48 

aerosol radiative forcing (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016).  In addition to the physicochemical effects 49 

within particles, their bulk acidity can affect health, both of environmental ecosystems and the 50 

human populations therein either directly (Gwynn et al., 2000; Peters et al., 1996; Schindler, 51 

1988; Spengler et al., 1996; Fang et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2008), or by their effects on 52 

nutrient deposition (Myriokefalitakis et al., 2016; Myriokefalitakis et al., 2018; Kanakidou et al., 53 

2016; Nenes et al., 2011). 54 
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pH, the parameter serving to define and describe the acidity of aqueous solutions, often has no 55 

direct correlation with proxy measurement methods such as aerosol strong acidity (H+ 56 

contributed by strong acids that dissociated completely at any pH level) or aerosol total acidity 57 

(dissociated H+ and undissociated H+ bound to weak acids) (Hennigan et al., 2015; Song et al., 58 

2018b).  The most accurate predictions of aerosol pH come from aerosol thermodynamic 59 

equilibrium models constrained by both aerosol and gas-phase measurements (i.e., “forward 60 

mode” calculations), or from the measured gas-particle partitioning of semi-volatile species, 61 

including ammonia, nitric acid, or oxalic acid, which provide direct insight to the pH (Hennigan 62 

et al., 2015).  Both approaches utilize aerosol and gas-phase composition measurements, along 63 

with the temperature and relative humidity, to obtain aerosol pH values.  Consistent pH values 64 

are obtained when the assumptions about aerosol mixing and equilibrium are met (Guo et al., 65 

2018a; Guo et al., 2018b).   66 

Different aerosol thermodynamic equilibrium models have been developed through the years, 67 

each with a unique sets of assumptions, simplifications and approach to obtain the composition 68 

at thermodynamic equilibrium.  The Extended Aerosol Inorganics Model (E-AIM, 69 

http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php) (Wexler and Clegg, 2002; Friese and Ebel, 2010) 70 

and the ISORROPIA-II model (Greek for ‘equilibrium,’ http://isorropia.eas.gatech.edu) 71 

(Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007) are widely used to calculate aerosol pH for atmospheric and 72 

experimental particle distributions (Guo et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2015; Wang et 73 

al., 2016).  The Aerosol Inorganics-Organics Mixtures Functional groups Activity Coefficient 74 

(AIOMFAC) model (http://www.aiomfac.caltech.edu/model.html) offers the most extensive 75 

treatment of organic-inorganic interactions (Zuend et al., 2008; Zuend et al., 2011) of models to 76 

date, but is primarily an activity coefficient model that does not solve full thermodynamic 77 

http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php
http://isorropia.eas.gatech.edu/
http://www.aiomfac.caltech.edu/model.html
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equilibrium calculations or phase partitioning as E-AIM and ISORROPIA do.  At present, E-78 

AIM, ISORROPIA, and AIOMFAC are widely used for atmospheric applications due to their 79 

demonstrated predictive capabilities and their accessibility: they are freely available online, and 80 

include resources and user guides to facilitate their application and use.   81 

One key difference among the models is their treatment of organics.  ISORROPIA does not 82 

include organic species.  E-AIM functions similarly to ISORROPIA when considering inorganic 83 

species, but in addition offers a limited library of organic acids (included by UNIFAC methods 84 

or fitted activity equations).  AIOMFAC offers wide support for organic components, but is an 85 

activity coefficient model that does not solve the equilibrium partitioning calculations for which 86 

the other models were designed.  While AIOMFAC has been used in combination with 87 

thermodynamic equilibrium models such as ISORROPIA-II (Pye et al., 2018), these are custom 88 

modifications to the models, and not reflected in the online versions used in this study. These 89 

models, and most others, do not treat organics in a way that is comprehensive (that is, 90 

simultaneous consideration of activity coefficient calculations and thermodynamic equilibrium 91 

calculations).  However, these simplified thermodynamic models do seem to capture the 92 

partitioning of inorganic species well, even when organic components are present in large 93 

quantities, which indicates that pH should be captured well (Guo et al., 2018a).  An additional 94 

consideration between the models is their treatment of organic acids.  E-AIM offers support for 95 

limited (n = 8) organic acid species, and treats the dissociation equilibrium of organic acids.  In 96 

contrast, AIOMFAC treats organic acids as non-dissociating, a model difference that is discussed 97 

in detail below.  Note that the ion dissociation equilibria of inorganic species (such as HSO4
-98 

/SO4
2-) are explicitly considered in the equilibrium calculates of all three models employed in 99 

this study. 100 
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The effects of WSOC on aerosol pH come through two primary means: dilution of the aqueous 101 

phase by aerosol liquid water associated with the organic fraction (Wo); and changes to the 102 

hydrogen ion activity coefficient and thus hydrogen activity in solution (γH+ and aH+, 103 

respectively).  The total contribution of organics to aerosol water can be as much as 30-50% of 104 

total fine particle aerosol water in the polluted Beijing winter haze events (Tan et al., 2018; 105 

Huang et al., 2014), 40-50% in the southeast United States (Nah et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2015), 106 

and the eastern Mediterranean (Bougiatioti et al., 2016).  The effects of organics (soluble and 107 

insoluble) on aerosol pH under conditions of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) are more 108 

complex.  Free H+ ion is predicted to have increased association with SO4
2- to form HSO4

- when 109 

organic compounds are in the same phase as inorganic ions, resulting in a 0.1 pH unit increase in 110 

aerosol pH (Pye et al., 2018).  The isolation of the organic components in a separate phase 111 

(LLPS condition) also alters the partitioning behavior of NH3, a critical component that 112 

contributes to aerosol pH.  The inclusion, or lack thereof, of organic compounds was predicted to 113 

have a greater effect on NH3 partitioning behavior than the inclusion, or lack thereof, of 114 

nonvolatile cations, nitrate, and chloride (Guo et al., 2018a).  In addition to these effects, 115 

AIOMFAC predicts that any organic presence in the same phase with inorganic constituents 116 

drives free H+ to increased association with sulfate to form bisulfate, a compound predicted to be 117 

more miscible with organics than H+ and small cations.  AIOMFAC was used to show that the 118 

organic phase of liquid-liquid phase separated particles still contains a significant amount of 119 

inorganics, affecting the partitioning medium by inclusion of the inorganic ions and their 120 

associated water, lowering the mole fraction and activity of organics, and shifting the gas-121 

particle partitioning of organic compounds with O:C > 0.6 (Pye et al., 2018).  In the case where 122 

multiple phases do exist, there is anticipated to be a primarily-organic (PO) and primarily-123 
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inorganic (PI) phase, each of which contains H+ in equilibrium with the other phase.  In cases 124 

where the vast majority of inorganics are partitioned to the PI phase, the pH is not anticipated to 125 

change drastically, as H+ is also required to be in equilibrium with the other phases, which may 126 

explain the results of (Pye et al., 2018).  In the case of phase separation where the PO phase 127 

contains considerable amounts of inorganic species, there exists the possibility of a PI phase with 128 

substantially-altered H+ activity, and therefore, the potential for substantially-altered aerosol pH 129 

(eg. (Dallemagne et al., 2016).  The present study avoids such complexity and instead considers 130 

mixed organic-inorganic particles present in a single aqueous phase. 131 

Aerosol pH can also be directly affected by organic acids, whose dissociation produces H+ ions 132 

in the particle aqueous phase.  Carboxylic acids represent a highly abundant moiety in 133 

atmospheric OA (Yatavelli et al., 2015; Kawamura and Bikkina, 2016; Nah et al., 2018).  134 

Although these atmospheric organic acids are typically weaker acids with higher pKa values than 135 

common inorganic acids (H2SO4 and HNO3), they may contribute to particle acidity in some 136 

environments (Trebs et al., 2005).  However, this effect is not present in all environments and is 137 

constrained to situations where the pH is in the range of the pKa of the acid in question (Nah et 138 

al., 2018; Song et al., 2018b).  As both organic acids and non-acid organic species are expected 139 

to be present, there are competing effects within the particle: dilution by the water fraction 140 

associated with organic constituents, direct acidification by the dissolution of organic acids, and 141 

the change in γH+ by interactions with the additional species in solution.  142 

Oxalic acid (measured as the oxalate ion) is often the most abundant carboxylic acid in 143 

atmospheric aerosols (Bikkina et al., 2015).  Several studies utilized E-AIM Model IV to 144 

evaluate the effect of oxalic acid on particle acidity (Vasilakos et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018b).  145 

With inorganics similar in composition to that of Baltimore, conditions applied in this study, an 146 
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increase of 25-50% of oxalic acid compared to the base case had an insignificant effect on 147 

aerosol pH when only one liquid phase was present.  Pye et al. (2018) utilized data from the 148 

Southern Oxidant and Aerosol Study (SOAS) in ISORROPIA and AIOMFAC to investigate the 149 

gas-particle partitioning of ammonia, water, and organic compounds, and how liquid-liquid 150 

phase separation (LLPS) in particles can affect aerosol pH, predicting a 0.7 pH unit increase 151 

when the organic fraction and its diluting effect was considered.  Generally, aerosol processes 152 

are not affected by a pH change of this magnitude, except in the regions on the thermodynamic 153 

sigmoid curves of semi-volatile species where partitioning is shown to vary greatly for small 154 

changes in pH (Nah et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018b). 155 

In this work, we explore the effects of WSOC on aerosol pH in a systematic way by utilizing 156 

inorganic data to construct combinations of single, aqueous phase particulate compositions, and 157 

utilizing aerosol thermodynamic models to investigate the effects of different WSOC species and 158 

concentrations on γH+ and aH+. 159 

2.  Methods 160 

Data 161 

Inorganic and meteorological data used for this study were reported in prior work.  Briefly, data 162 

from Baltimore, MD were taken from (Battaglia et al., 2017), and include speciated inorganic 163 

PM2.5 concentrations, meteorological data, and gas-phase NH3 measurements.  The data used as 164 

thermodynamic model inputs are summertime (July) averages based on 3- or 5-years of 165 

monitoring.  All model inputs and outputs are available at https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/ (doi: 166 

TBD –upon acceptance).   167 

https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/
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Aerosol inorganic composition, gas-phase NH3 measurements, and meteorological parameters 168 

were obtained during a study of winter haze formation in Beijing, China in 2015 (Wang et al., 169 

2016).  These data represent a contrast with Baltimore due to different source contributions, 170 

differences in NH3 concentrations, T, RH, and inorganic aerosol levels.  The inorganic PM2.5 171 

concentrations, and averaged seasonal T and RH, along with NH3 gas concentration values were 172 

obtained as model-ready inputs of the Beijing winter haze data from (Guo et al., 2018b), based 173 

on supplemental information from (Wang et al., 2016). 174 

General Approach  175 

The general approach to this study was to utilize the inorganic PM and NH3 data described 176 

above, in combination with various additional WSOC constituents, as inputs to aerosol 177 

thermodynamic equilibrium models to investigate the effects on model-predicted aerosol pH and 178 

γH+.  Inorganic data were modeled in either E-AIM IV or ISORROPIA-II to obtain equilibrium 179 

concentrations of aerosol liquid water (ALW) along with all inorganic aerosol ionic species.  180 

Organic constituents were then added to this invariant inorganic matrix (assuming the added 181 

organic mass was at equilibrium), at identical T and RH, and the resulting particle compositions 182 

were modeled in AIOMFAC to obtain aerosol H+ ion activity (aH+ and γH+), and thus aerosol pH.  183 

The average inorganic composition, gas-phase NH3, and meteorological conditions were held 184 

approximately constant for each location, while WSOC composition and concentrations were 185 

systematically varied.  A matrix was constructed to examine multiple combinations of the 186 

selected organic component composition levels (factorial design), and their effects evaluated on 187 

the basis of organic-to-inorganic ratio (OIR) or organic mass fraction, both computed on a dry 188 

particle basis.  This full factorial design consists of three factors for each acid or non-acid 189 

condition (the identity of each species), each with discrete possible values (air concentrations in 190 
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µg m-3), where the experiment incorporates all possible combinations of these values across all 191 

factors (Keppel, 1991).  For each location, this resulted in a total of 7986 model simulations in 192 

total, with 1331 simulations run for both cases of organic compounds selected, and at each of 193 

three distinct RH level, as described below.  A summary of the models run for each location is 194 

shown in Table 1.  The RH in all simulations was fixed at either ~70%, ~80%, or ~90%, with 195 

inorganic system inputs calculated and invariant at each RH level based on the initial input data 196 

from either Baltimore or Beijing to ensure deliquescence of inorganic aerosol particles, to 197 

understand the sensitivity of the model-predicted aerosol pH to changes in RH (ALW), and to 198 

avoid liquid-liquid phase separation as a potential cause of organic-influenced aerosol pH 199 

changes (Pye et al., 2018).  For all of the results presented in this analysis, aerosol pH was 200 

computed as the negative base-ten logarithm of the hydrogen ion activity taken from the E-AIM 201 

or AIOMFAC output (pH = -log10 aH+) on a molality basis.     202 

Organic Constituents 203 

Water-soluble organic compounds were selected by broadly classifying them as organic acids or 204 

non-acid organics.  Within each category, three individual species were selected based on their 205 

detection in atmospheric particles and their availability in the predefined list of AIOMFAC 206 

organic species available on the AIOMFAC web interface, or the ability to reasonably construct 207 

them using the functional groups approach of AIOMFAC.  In addition, non-acid organics were 208 

selected from three different primary moiety groups from among the AIOMFAC standard 209 

species.  Oxalic acid (C2H2O4 pKa1 = 1.23, pKa2 = 4.19) (Lide 1994) , glutaric acid (C5H8O4, 210 

pKa1 = 4.31, pKa2 = 5.41) (Lide, 1994), and malonic acid (C3H3O4, pKa1 = 2.83, pKa2 = 5.69) 211 

(Lide, 1994) were selected as the three dicarboxylic acid species.  Levoglucosan (C6H10O5), 212 

tetrahydrofuran ((CH2)4O), and 2-methyltetrol (1-methylbutane-1,2,3,4-tetrol, C5H12O4), three 213 
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organic species observed in ambient aerosols, were selected as the non-acid WSOC species.  214 

Concentration levels were not constrained by observations, but were instead selected to achieve 215 

similar organic to inorganic mass ratios for each of the two geographic regions being considered.  216 

For Beijing, typical organic mass fractions can be on the order of 50-70% of total aerosol mass 217 

(Zhou et al., 2018), and 20-60% of total aerosol mass for continental mid-latitude locations like 218 

Baltimore (Carlton et al., 2009).  For each geographic region, 11 different concentrations were 219 

chosen for each WSOC compound (0-4 µg m-3 for Baltimore; 0-40 µg m-3 for Beijing), and 220 

combined in factorial fashion: each organic acid concentration level combination of the three 221 

organic acids were examined in combination with every other level of the remaining two, and 222 

vice-versa for the non-acid organic species.  Combinations of organic acids and non-acid organic 223 

species were not explicitly considered here; only combinations of organic acids with organic 224 

acids, or combinations of non-acids with non-acids were examined experimentally.  All model 225 

inputs and outputs are available at https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/ (doi: TBD –upon acceptance). 226 

Thermodynamic Model Input Configuration and Equilibrium Model Evaluations 227 

E-AIM Model IV provides thermodynamic equilibrium modeling of the H+-NH4
+-Na+-SO4

2--228 

NO3
--Cl--H2O system at temperatures from 263.15 K to 330 K for subsaturated systems that 229 

contain NH4
+ and Cl-, or Na+ in combination with other ions (Friese and Ebel, 2010).  Data for 230 

Baltimore and Beijing were formatted for E-AIM input in the following ways: average inorganic 231 

species concentrations (µg m-3) were converted to mol m-3; the average daily temperature for the 232 

same period was used as the temperature input; the relative humidity of the system was fixed (at 233 

70%, 80%, or 90%) both to ensure the inorganic system was in a deliquesced state and because 234 

of the RH restrictions (subsaturated solution requirements, RH > 0.6) on E-AIM Model IV 235 

inputs.  In addition to fixing system RH at 70%, 80%, or 90%, the aerosol metastable (solid 236 

https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/
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precipitate formation disabled) mode was enforced on the model by disabling the formation of all 237 

solids in the model input matrix, according to the analysis and recommendation of Guo et al. 238 

(2018b; 2015).  Crustal species (Ca2+, Mg2+, K+) not supported by the model were not 239 

considered, and the persistent cation deficiency was corrected by the addition of H+ to the system 240 

to ensure electroneutrality.  The amount of H+ added was a not-insignificant amount, comprising 241 

approximately 65% of the amount of NH4
+ included in the model for Baltimore, but makes sense 242 

given the expected acidic nature of eastern US, sulfate-rich aerosols (Weber et al., 2016).  For 243 

Beijing, a persistent anion deficiency was addressed by addition of OH- to the system to ensure 244 

electroneutrality.  The amount of OH- added to the system for the Beijing case was one order of 245 

magnitude lower than the cation species, but on the same order of magnitude and 4-7 times lower 246 

than any other anion except Cl-.   247 

E-AIM offers support for certain organic acid species.  For the Baltimore and Beijing 248 

simulations, the organic acid species were added directly to the E-AIM model inputs.  In the case 249 

of organic acid model runs, factorial combinations of the organic acid species at 0.0, 0.01. 0.02, 250 

0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 µg m-3 (Baltimore) and 0.0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 251 

and 40 µg m-3 (Beijing) and were converted to mol m-3 input.  Formation of organic solids was 252 

also disabled as part of the metastable equilibrium condition.  For the non-acid organics, the 253 

addition of the selected species to the E-AIM equilibrium calculation was not possible, and the 254 

model was run with the inorganic constituents only.  E-AIM provides output of the aqueous 255 

species mole fractions and mole fraction-based activity coefficients; this mole fraction-based 256 

aerosol pH was converted to a molality-based aerosol pH utilizing known thermodynamic 257 

relations (Robinson and Stokes, 1965; Jia et al., 2018).     258 

ISORROPIA-II Model Input Configuration and Equilibrium Model Evaluations 259 
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ISORROPIA-II provides thermodynamic equilibrium modeling for the H+-NH4
+-Na+-SO4

2--NO3
-260 

-Cl--Ca2+-Mg2+-K+- H2O across a wide range of temperature and RH values without limitation 261 

based on the input composition (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007).  Data for Beijing were already 262 

formatted for use in ISORROPIA-II as described above (Guo et al., 2018b).  The formation of 263 

solids in the model was disabled (leading to potential supersaturated aerosols, metastable mode 264 

operation), based on the justifications in previous studies (Guo et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2018b) 265 

and to maintain consistency with the E-AIM model conditions.  An initial model run was 266 

performed to verify that identical model outputs were obtained using the inputs of Guo et al. 267 

(2018b).  For the purposes of this investigation, the RH value was changed from the Beijing 268 

average ambient value of 56% to 70%, 80%, or 90%, consistent with the model input for the 269 

Baltimore data for the same reasons discussed above.  The Beijing average ambient temperature 270 

of 274.05 K was used in the Beijing inorganic model calculations with the three RH values.   271 

AIOMFAC Model Input Configuration and Equilibrium Model Evaluations 272 

E-AIM was utilized to determine the equilibrium composition of the inorganic aerosol, including 273 

the NH3 phase partitioning and the aerosol liquid water content.  Outputs from E-AIM were then 274 

used as inputs into AIOMFAC to characterize the organic effects on aerosol H+ activity, and γH+ 275 

(Figure 1).  The E-AIM outputs (AIOMFAC inputs) were also checked for consistency with 276 

ISORROPIA to ensure that the applied model assumptions (H+ and OH- as balancing species to 277 

achieve electroneutrality) provided reasonable results.    278 

The particle-phase outputs from the E-AIM model runs were used as inputs to AIOMFAC; 279 

however, this required significant adjustments to the format to fit the AIOMFAC model.   280 

AIOMFAC requires inorganic species inputs to be entered as ionic pairs (whole molecular 281 

species entered as a cation and anion pair) in order to guarantee electroneutrality.  Therefore, the 282 
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ionic species outputs of E-AIM were converted to molecular species inputs by assigning pairs, 283 

and then performing a stoichiometric balance until all ions were accounted for (i.e. E-AIM H+ 284 

and SO4
2- being combined in stoichiometric fashion as H2SO4 with corresponding reductions in 285 

the ‘pool’ of E-AIM H+ and SO4
2-).  In the Baltimore case for the pure inorganic input (all 286 

organic species modeled at 0.0 µg m-3 concentration), E-AIM Model IV provided particle-phase 287 

output for the following ions: H+, NH4
+, Na+, HSO4

-, SO4
2-, NO3

-, and OH-.  In order to format 288 

these concentrations for AIOMFAC-specific inputs (that is, to compute the necessary mole 289 

fraction format of molecular species in the aerosol), the ions were assigned in the following 290 

ways.  First, all SO4
2- was associated with H+ for the H2SO4 pair in AIOMFAC.  All NO3

- was 291 

associated with Na+ for the NaNO3 pair.  Remaining Na+ was associated with SO4
2-, then NH4

+ 292 

with HSO4
- and remaining NH4

+ with the remaining SO4
-.  This allocation process proceeded 293 

similarly for the Beijing data.  The selected species and order of allocation of the ionic species 294 

appears to be dependent solely on the user, and a priori knowledge of which molecular species 295 

are likely to exist in the aerosol particle as the dissociated ionic species.  The selection of species 296 

is unlikely to affect model outcomes, as this is simply a way to account for the ionic species 297 

present in the AIOMFAC model inputs, which require matched cation-anion pairs, and are 298 

expected to be fully-dissociated in the aqueous phase during model evaluation.  The end result is 299 

a mixture of inorganic molecular species containing the full concentration values generated by E-300 

AIM assumed to be dissociated within the aerosol where each functional group can contribute to 301 

species activity based on the AIOMFAC model paradigm; assignment of molecular species 302 

pairings is performed only on the basis of formatting specifically for the AIOMFAC model.   303 

The inorganic inputs used in the AIOMFAC models for both Baltimore and Beijing simulations 304 

are given in Table 2.   305 
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An additional key step in formatting the E-AIM output for input to AIOMFAC is in the model 306 

treatment of the water associated with organic constituents, Wo.  E-AIM provided output of Wo 307 

as a part of the total aerosol liquid water (ALW; Wi + Wo) for the organic acid simulations, but 308 

provides no estimate of Wo for the non-acid simulations.  RH is not an input to the AIOMFAC 309 

model runs.  Rather, AIOMFAC requires the input of all species (inorganic and organic) in mole 310 

fractions, and assumes the difference between the total inputs and unity is contributed by water, 311 

the water activity of which is equal to the ambient relative humidity.  Therefore, accounting for 312 

the water contributed by the organic species was an additional step in formatting the E-AIM 313 

outputs for AIOMFAC input as described below.     314 

For two of the four cases (Baltimore and Beijing inorganics plus non-acid organics), Wo was 315 

added to the system by the following process, a flow diagram of which is shown in Figure 1.  316 

For the first 11 points of the factorial design (representing the addition of only the first organic 317 

constituent at each concentration level) and the final 11 points of the factorial design 318 

(representing the 11 highest organic addition points, including the addition of all three organic 319 

species at their maximum selected concentration), total system moles were varied manually by 320 

increasing the inorganic model-predicted moles of aerosol water.  AIOMFAC inputs (as mole 321 

fractions) were calculated using this adjusted total mole value.  The 22 manually-adjusted points 322 

were modeled in AIOMFAC.  If the option for liquid water is selected (as it was in all of our 323 

simulations), AIOMFAC assumes that water makes up the difference between the mole or mass 324 

fraction of all inputs summed together and unity.  To achieve consistency with the inorganic 325 

model results, the total moles of the system were manually adjusted until the RH output 326 

generated by the AIOMFAC model was within ~5% of the RH value fixed for the inorganic 327 

systems.  Once this close fit was achieved for the 22 selected points, they were used to generate 328 
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polynomial fits of the total moles added to the system as Wo versus total organic mass 329 

(regardless of species).  These polynomial fits were then applied to all model points to adjust the 330 

total system moles through the addition of liquid water associated with organic mass, resulting in 331 

AIOMFAC-predicted RH values within 5% of the E-AIM RH values of 70%, 80%, or 90%.  332 

This method of accounting for Wo is a strictly mathematical construct, and does not reflect the 333 

use of a species-dependent organic hygroscopicity parameter, which would have been prohibitive 334 

to apply for each point across all cases and RH levels.  Additionally, following the introduction 335 

of the adjusted Wo to the system, the gas-phase was not allowed to re-equilibrate to the new 336 

water content contributed by the organic species.  This provides a conservative (high) constraint 337 

on the effect of Wo (Guo et al., 2015).   338 

Evaluation of LLPS and Accommodations for LLPS Scenarios 339 

The O:C ratio is a key factor that determines whether LLPS occurs in organic-containing 340 

particles (Song et al., 2018a; Freedman, 2017). We followed the parameterization found 341 

experimentally by Bertram et al. (2011) to evaluate the presence of LLPS in our simulations.  342 

This method uses the overall mixture O:C ratio to determine the separation RH of the mixture.  If 343 

the modeled (in this case, specified/enforced) system RH is lower than the parameterized 344 

separation RH (RHLLPS), LLPS is likely to occur.  This was performed for each of the non-acid 345 

mixtures for both Baltimore and Beijing data to verify the claim that LLPS was not anticipated to 346 

occur.    For cases where the parameterized RHLLPS was higher than the predicted system RH, 347 

LLPS was anticipated to occur, and the point was flagged and excluded from further analysis.  348 

Out of 1331 simulations, Baltimore had 55% (n = 732), 70% (n = 932), and 75% (n = 998) 349 

simulations that met the non-LLPS criteria at 70%, 80%, and 90% RH respectively.  Beijing had 350 

85% (n = 1131), 89% (n = 1185), and 93% (n = 1238) of simulations meet the non-LLPS 351 
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conditions at 70%, 80%, and 90% RH respectively.  Experimental work by (You et al., 2013) 352 

indicates that glutaric acid, malonic acid, oxalic acid, or their mixtures do not undergo LLPS at 353 

any of the RHs investigated.  354 

3.  Results and Discussion 355 

Effects of WSOC on Aerosol γH+  356 

AIOMFAC-predicted aerosol pH and γH+ versus the organic dry mass fraction (total mass of 357 

organics/mass inorganics, excluding ALW), along with aerosol liquid water used in the model 358 

evaluations for the non-acid species runs in Baltimore and Beijing at al RH levels, are shown in 359 

Figures 2 and 3.  For the case of non-acid WSOC compounds at 80% RH (Figs. 2d and 3d), 360 

ALW increases from 4.7 × 10-9 L m-3 to 9.7 × 10-9 L m-3 and from 9.6 × 10-8 L m-3 to 1.8 × 10-7 L 361 

m-3 for Baltimore and Beijing, respectively, as the organic mass fraction increases.  Similar 362 

trends follow for the 70% and 90% RH scenarios in both cities.  This behavior makes sense, 363 

because the inorganic species concentrations and RH were fixed, so adding increasing levels of 364 

water-soluble organics increases the ALW.  Increasing the organic dry mass fraction increases 365 

the value of γH+, from initial values of 0.10 and 0.16 (80% RH) for Baltimore and Beijing under 366 

inorganic-only conditions, to 2.4 for Baltimore (Fig. 2d) and 1.6 for Beijing (Fig. 3d).  The 367 

higher absolute ALW levels in the Beijing simulations are due to the significantly higher 368 

inorganic and organic aerosol loadings.   369 

The results follow for the additional RH values studied.  For the case of non-acid organics at 370 

70% RH (Figs. 2 and 3) increasing the organic dry mass fraction increases the value of γH+, from 371 

initial values of 0.11 and 0.18 for Baltimore and Beijing under inorganic-only conditions, to 1.3 372 

for Baltimore (at an organic dry mass fraction of 0.65) and 2.5 for Beijing (organic dry mass 373 
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fraction of 0.67).  ALW follows a similar trend at 70% RH as it does at 80% RH, but with lower 374 

absolute ALW levels.  For the case of non-acid organics at 90% RH, increasing the organic dry 375 

mass fraction increases γH+ from initial values of 0.12 and 0.20 for Baltimore and Beijing under 376 

inorganic-only conditions, to 1.2 for Baltimore (at an organic dry mass fraction of 0.79) and 0.78 377 

for Beijing (organic dry mass fraction of 0.64).  For these simulations, the ALW increases from 378 

9.1 × 10-9 L m-3 to 2.4 × 10-8 L m-3 and from 2.1 × 10-7 L m-3 to 3.6 × 10-7 L m-3 for Baltimore and 379 

Beijing, respectively.  In each case, the data plotted in Figures 1 and 2 are those that are 380 

determined not to have LLPS according to the parameterization of Bertram et al. (2011).   381 

The plots of ALW display distinct behaviors attributable to the way in which the water content 382 

was derived for the model systems.  For the organic acid simulations, the ALW was taken 383 

directly from the E-AIM Model IV output of aqueous phase water (mol m-3) run with inorganic 384 

and organic acid inputs.   For all non-acid organic cases, total ALW (Wi + Wo) was determined 385 

according to the manual AIOMFAC output fitting/polynomial fit correlation described in the 386 

methods section (Figure 1).  This results in system water behavior described by polynomial fits 387 

of additional water versus organic dry mass fraction. 388 

Effects of WSOC on Aerosol pH      389 

The model-predicted effects of WSOC on aerosol pH are shown in Figures 2 - 5.  As the dry 390 

organic mass fraction increases, ALW increases as well, since the RH and inorganics are held 391 

constant.  This suggests a diluting effect, which would increase pH, in agreement with Guo et al. 392 

(2015).  On the other hand, γH+ also increases with increasing dry organic mass fraction, 393 

indicating that the addition of WSOC compounds increases the acidity (decreases pH).     394 
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For the case of non-acid WSOC additions (Figs. 2and 3), increasing the organic mass fraction 395 

decreases the predicted aerosol pH from the initial inorganic-only values from 1.64 to a max of 396 

1.94 (Baltimore) and from 4.29 to a max of 4.38 (Beijing) at 80% RH.  For the 70% RH 397 

simulations, the model predicted pH changes from 1.49 to a max of 1.88 for Baltimore, and from 398 

4.10 to a max of 4.33 for Beijing.  For the 90% RH case, the model predicted pH changes from 399 

1.85 to a max of 2.09 for Baltimore, and from 4.52 to a max of 4.56 for Beijing.  The transition 400 

in the pH plots are smooth, where the contour lines reflect individual levels of the factorial 401 

design and highlight the overall trend: as non-acidic WSOC is added, AIOMFAC-predicted 402 

aerosol pH increases for both the Baltimore and Beijing conditions.  Since the WSOC leads to 403 

ALW uptake (diluting acidity), the increase in pH comes about due to the increase ALW having 404 

a stronger effect than the increase in γH+. 405 

For the case of organic acids, increasing the organic mass fraction results in only slight changes 406 

in the predicted aerosol pH for Baltimore (Figure 4), but more pronounced changes for Beijing 407 

(Figure 5).  At 80% RH, the predicted pH ranges from an initial (inorganic-only) value of 1.49 408 

(Baltimore) and 4.2 (Beijing) to 1.34 and 2.6, respectively (total range = 0.4 and 1.68 pH units 409 

respectively).  Similarly, there is a change from 1.33 to 1.22 (range = 0.34 pH units) for 410 

Baltimore and a change from 4.06 to 2.52 (range=1.58 pH units) for the Beijing simulations at 411 

70% RH.  Finally, there is a change from 1.75 to 1.54 (range = 0.47) for Baltimore and a change 412 

from 4.44 to 2.68 (range = 1.78) for Beijing at 90% RH.  The ranges represent the total range 413 

spread from highest to lowest model-predicted pH.  For Baltimore, organic acids are predicted to 414 

have only a slight effect on aerosol pH.  Under the highly acidic conditions typical of the eastern 415 

U.S. (inorganic-only pH ~1), pH changes are always < 0.5 pH units, even when the dry organic 416 

aerosol mass fraction exceeds 60% (corresponding to total aerosol organic acid concentrations up 417 
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to 12 µg m-3).  This is likely due to the pH being sufficiently acidic that the organic acid 418 

dissociation is largely inhibited.  The undissociated organic acids still contribute ALW and affect 419 

γH+, but the combined effects produce very minor modifications to pH.  For Beijing, aerosol pH 420 

changes are predicted to be me more substantial with the addition of organic acids, due to the 421 

initially-higher aerosol pH.  As organic acids are added, they can dissociate and contribute free 422 

H+.  However, pH changes in excess of 1 pH unit only occur at dry organic mass fractions > 0.5.  423 

Given the high inorganic aerosol concentrations in Beijing, such pH changes in excess of 1 pH 424 

unit correspond to unrealistically-high aerosol organic acid mass concentrations (> 35 µg m-3).  425 

The relatively minor effect of organic acids on aerosol pH in Beijing is partly due to the high 426 

concentrations of ammonia (Tot-NHx in Beijing = 32.8 µg m-3), which also contribute to the 427 

much higher “inorganics-only” pH compared to the eastern U.S. conditions.   428 

The effect of organic acids on pH is closely tied to acid strength (i.e., pKa value).  Figure 6 429 

shows that organic acids affect pH in the order of their pKa values, with oxalic acid (pKa1 = 1.23) 430 

> malonic acid (pKa1 = 2.83) > glutaric acid (pKa1 = 4.31) (Lide, 1994).  The simulations with a 431 

single organic acid demonstrate this effect most clearly: addition of 40 µg m-3 oxalic, malonic, 432 

and glutaric acid produce pH changes of -1.3, -0.5, and -0.2 pH units, respectively.  The pH 433 

changes are all negative, indicating that the organic acids have increased particle acidity (H+). 434 

Note that although the molar amounts added are not equivalent, the observed pH changes 435 

represent log-scale changes to the H+ activity and the effect does proceed in the order of acid 436 

strength.           437 

The magnitudes of these observed pH changes, with the exception of the Beijing organic acids 438 

case at high organic mass fractions (> 35 µg m-3 acids concentration) is not expected to 439 

significantly alter particle conditions or lead to substantial changes in particle chemistry.  For 440 
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example, ~0.5 pH unit changes should not significantly alter IEPOX uptake (Xu et al., 2015) or 441 

metal dissolution (Fang et al., 2017), two processes affected by particle acidity.  An exception 442 

would be conditions where the pH is close to the point where a given species is almost equally 443 

partitioned between the gas and particle phases (i.e. on the center/vertical portion of the titration-444 

style sigmoid curves).  This effect is demonstrated in the work of (Guo et al., 2018b; Vasilakos et 445 

al., 2018): when the pH lays on or near the inflection point of the sigmoid curve, a change of 0.5 446 

pH units can have significant effect on species partitioning; however, when the pH is in the 447 

flatter regions of the curve above or below the rapid transitional region, a change of 0.5 pH units 448 

will have negligible effect on partitioning, and thus particle chemistry.       449 

Taken together, these results indicate that, despite organic mass fractions greater than 60% (dry 450 

particle mass basis), the combined effects of WSOC species on model-predicted aerosol pH is 451 

only about 0.5 pH units, maximum, with most pH changes < 0.2 pH units.  This result is 452 

observed for non-acidic WSOC species and realistic concentrations of organic acids, and for 453 

simulations with a single organic compound added or for mixtures (Table 2).  This suggests that 454 

the overall effect of WSOC on aerosol pH is quite minimal in conditions where LLPS does not 455 

occur.  This finding holds only for systems in which there is no LLPS and the solvent is H2O.  456 

For systems in which LLPS does occur, a condition expected in systems with O:C ratio of the 457 

organic material ≤ 0.5, or RH < 60% with organic:sulfate mass ratio < 1 (Bertram et al., 2011; 458 

You et al., 2013), the situation becomes more complicated.  As LLPS scenarios still require 459 

equilibrium between both predominantly-aqueous and predominately-organic phases, there is 460 

both water and inorganic ions (including H+) in the organic phase, and organics in the inorganic-461 

rich aqueous phase (Zuend and Seinfeld, 2012; Pye et al., 2018).  Thus the IUPAC definition of 462 
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pH could be applied to either phase so long as H+ activity could be defined, necessitating an 463 

understanding of if and when LLPS occurs, and the phase for which pH is being reported.   464 

This work stands apart from, but connects to related works.  (Pye et al., 2018) specifically 465 

examined the effects of LLPS, but the present study examines a different particle regime 466 

altogether (single aqueous phase with water, inorganics, and organics); instances where LLPS 467 

were predicted to occur were excluded from the analysis for this reason.        468 

Our findings are supported by the work of (Song et al., 2018b), who utilized E-AIM Model IV 469 

and ISORROPIA to  model the same Beijing winter haze conditions, and found that addition of  470 

oxalic acid (set at 20% of the sulfate concentration) to their model in E-AIM produced 471 

reductions in pH of only 0.07 pH units.  Our results are also consistent with those of (Vasilakos 472 

et al., 2018), who observed a similarly minor effect of oxalate addition on aerosol pH in the 473 

Eastern U.S., and(Nah et al., 2018) where oxalic acid/oxalate gas-particle partitioning predicted 474 

without considering organic species in the thermodynamic analysis was in reasonable agreement 475 

with measurements.  Our results indicate that additions of weaker organic acids, even at higher 476 

concentrations, would have even less of an effect on pH. 477 

A limitation of this study is that the model simulations were only run at three RH levels (70%, 478 

80%, and 90%), with metastable conditions enforced at all times.  However, aerosol particles 479 

progress through a wider RH range in the atmosphere, with concomitant effects on aerosol liquid 480 

water and phase transitions.  Future work would need to expand on the RH range in order to 481 

elucidate the behavior as the system transitions from the LLPS condition to the fully mixed 482 

aqueous condition, and the contribution of changing ALW.  Additionally, the use of E-AIM 483 

Model IV imposes composition limitations on the inputs (i.e., no support for Ca2+, Mg2+, or K+; 484 
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limited support for Na+ in the presence of NH4
+ and Cl-), necessitating the use of equivalent 485 

cations to maintain electroneutrality in the model inputs.  Combined with the use of metastable 486 

calculations, there exists a potential source of error in the solution activity if these species are 487 

considered and allowed to precipitate out in the thermodynamic model calculations (e.g., 488 

CaSO4).  As AIOMFAC relies on specific, uniquely-defined functional group interactions in the 489 

composition of activity coefficients, the exchange of a non-supported cation in E-AIM for a 490 

charge-equivalent cation may have effects on the output unknown to us carried through to the 491 

calculation of the species activity coefficients in AIOMFAC; this is a limitation of 492 

thermodynamic models that has been previously discussed (Jacobson, 1999; Kim and Seinfeld, 493 

1995). 494 

Another limitation of this study is consideration of only six WSOC species, despite hundreds or 495 

thousands being present in atmospheric particles.  This is a limitation we acknowledge, but is 496 

based on the significant number of model runs given the factorial design paradigm, and the 497 

decision to utilize only compounds predefined in the thermodynamic models (particularly the 498 

AIOMFAC model, which allows users to create organic molecules by combining subgroups).  499 

Because the compounds selected here have relatively low molecular weight (MW), is it possible 500 

that higher MW compounds, such as humic-like substances (HULIS), may impart a different 501 

effect.  However, given the consistent results found here for both Baltimore and Beijing 502 

conditions across the 70-90% RH range, and at organic dry mass fractions that range from 0 - 503 

60% utilizing WSOC containing four moieties, we feel our results do represent conditions in 504 

atmospheric particles.  Future studies would be necessary to expand the selection of WSOC 505 

compounds, and thus broaden the results reported here.  Because we have forced the metastable 506 

mode on our use of the models, the system mixing state becomes another potentially significant 507 
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source of error.  Here we have considered only internally mixed aerosol particles without LLPS, 508 

a case that may not exist given the concentration of organic species utilized in the model study; 509 

formation of solid precipitates may occur, which has the potential to drastically alter the aqueous 510 

phase activity values.  The most significant restriction of this study is the lack of observational 511 

data for comparison.  Direct measurements of particle pH have so far been restricted to simple 512 

laboratory particles of specific super-micron sizes and compositions (Rindelaub et al., 2016). 513 

4.  Conclusions and Implications 514 

In this work, the effects of WSOC on model-predicted aerosol pH were evaluated.  Different 515 

inorganic datasets from Baltimore and Beijing winter haze conditions representing distinct 516 

inorganic composition regimes were first modeled in aerosol thermodynamic equilibrium models 517 

(E-AIM or ISORROPIA), then combined with six different organic species in AIOMFAC to 518 

determine the effects on aqueous-phase γH+ and aH+.  We find that the effects of non-acid WSOC 519 

species to each of the regions has only a modest effect on aerosol pH (< 0.5 pH units, with most 520 

< 0.2 pH units).  These small effects on pH were predicted even up to organic dry mass in excess 521 

of 60%.  Organic acids are predicted to have a similarly small effect on pH in the eastern U.S.  In 522 

Beijing, organic acids can have larger effects on pH (in excess of 2 pH units), but require 523 

stronger organic acids (pKa values lower than the inorganic-only pH) present at high 524 

concentrations, on the same order of molar concentration as the dissociating inorganic species.  525 

The magnitude of these changes to aerosol pH are consistent with the results predicted by 526 

previous studies that considered only inorganic aerosol components combined with a priori 527 

knowledge of organic mass, organic water contribution, and organic species hygroscopicity (Guo 528 

et al., 2015; Bougiatioti et al., 2016).  529 
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The results of this study have important implications for the aerosol modeling community as well 530 

as for experimental studies that utilize phase partitioning data to constrain aerosol pH.  Previous 531 

studies have postulated on the effect of organic species while ignoring their inclusion, or 532 

included them in order to elucidate the effects of LLPS, but this study demonstrates that in the 533 

case of single-phase systems, including these species may only contribute unnecessary 534 

complexity to the model runs.  As their effects are predominantly < 0.5 pH units, it is not 535 

expected that the inclusion of organics will cause the pH of the system to reach any significant 536 

transitions unless the organic components have already driven the system to a sensitive portion 537 

of the species partitioning sigmoid curves, or aerosols in which there is significant phase 538 

separation.  This work demonstrates that inclusion of large quantities of organic components 539 

does not appear to have a significant effect on model-predicted aerosol pH, consistent with the 540 

findings of (Guo et al., 2018a) and Vasilakos et al. (2018).  Based on the species and 541 

concentrations of the organics studied here, future aerosol modeling studies carried out under 542 

conditions where LLPS is not occurring may be justified in the use of inorganic-only aerosol 543 

thermodynamic equilibrium models to predict aerosol pH without the direct inclusion of organic 544 

species.   545 
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Figures: 

 

Figure 1:  Flow diagram for adjusting total moles in the organic/inorganic mixed system inputs 

for the AIOMFAC model.  Total moles were adjusted (representing increased Wo) of the first 11 

and last 11 model points until the AIOMFAC-output RH was within 5% of the fixed model input 

value (70%, 80%, or 90%).  These 22 points were then used to fit a polynomial function to 

correct the total system moles for the remaining 1309 data points. 
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Figure 2:  AIOMFAC-modeled aerosol pH (molality basis) versus organic dry mass fraction 

with the factorial addition of non-acid organic species and AIOMFAC-modeled γH+ (molality 
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basis) and aerosol liquid water (ALW, polynomial fit to AIOMFAC output) versus organic dry 

mass fraction (right panel) for Baltimore at a) and b)70% RH, c) and d) 80% RH, and e) and f) 

90% RH. 
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Figure 3:  AIOMFAC-modeled aerosol pH (molality basis) versus organic dry mass fraction 

with the factorial addition of non-acid organic species and AIOMFAC-modeled γH+ (molality 

basis) and aerosol liquid water (ALW, polynomial fit to AIOMFAC output) versus organic dry 

mass fraction (right panel) for Beijing at a) and b) 70% RH, c) and d) 80% RH, and e) and f) 

90% RH. 
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Figure 4: E-AIM-modeled (a) aerosol pH (molality basis) and (b) ALW at 70% (blue), 80% 

(red), and 90% RH (green) levels for the Baltimore simulations with organic acids. 
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Figure 5:  E-AIM-modeled (a) aerosol pH (molality basis) and (b) ALW at 70% (blue), 80% 

(red), and 90% RH (green) levels for the Beijing simulations with organic acids. 
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Figure 6: ΔpH vs. discrete organic acid levels for the organic acid pH calculations carried out in 

E-AIM for Baltimore and Beijing.  ΔpH represents the difference between the initial ‘inorganic-

only’ pH prediction and all other model evaluations where organic acids were present.
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Table 1:  Summary of model runs performed for the study.  Inorganic composition is invariant 1 

and taken from the sources provided.  Organic components were added in factorial fashion. 2 

Location Inorganic Data Inorganic 

Equilibrium Model 

Organic 

components 

# of Points 

Baltimore Battaglia et al. 2017 E-AIM Model IV Organic Acids 1331 

Baltimore Battaglia et al. 2017 E-AIM Model IV Non-acid organics 1331 

Beijing Guo et al. 2018b ISORROPIA 2.3 

E-AIM Model IV 

Organic acids 1331 

Beijing Guo et al. 2018b ISORROPIA 2.3 

E-AIM Model IV 

Non-acid organics 1331 

 3 
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Table 2:  Whole species inorganic inputs used in AIOMFAC modeling at 70%, 80%, or 90% RH.  Inorganic equilibrium outputs were 4 

used to assign anions to cations to form whole species, represented here.  Entries marked with a dash represent components not used 5 

for the given location as a result of anion or cation not being present in the composition data (species not measured). 6 

Component Baltimore 

Conc. (mol m-3) 

70% RH 

Baltimore 

Conc. (mol m-3) 

80% RH 

Baltimore 

Conc. (mol m-3) 

90% RH 

Beijing Conc. 

(mol m-3) 

70% RH 

Beijing Conc. 

(mol m-3) 

80% RH 

Beijing Conc. 

(mol m-3) 

90% RH 

H2SO4 1.488 × 10-10 2.418 × 10-10 3.326 × 10-10 3.13 × 10-12 6.273 × 10-12 1.010 × 10-11 

NH4HSO4 3.460 × 10-9 2.612 × 10-9 1.899 × 10-9 4.057 × 10-11 3.173 × 10-11 2.307 × 10-11 

(NH4)2SO4 2.395 × 10-8 2.318 × 10-8 2.425 × 10-8 2.710 × 10-7 2.710 × 10-7 2.710 × 10-7 

NaNO3 6.425 × 10-11 1.207 × 10-10 3.573 × 10-10 - - - 

Na2SO4 1.403 × 10-9 1.375 × 10-9 1.257 × 10-9 - - - 

NH4Cl - - - 4.793 × 10-8 4.797 × 10-8 4.799 × 10-8 

NH4NO3 - - - 4.189 × 10-7 4.189 × 10-7 4.190 × 10-7 

 7 


